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CAUTION: EMERGENCY LOCKDOWN
Emergency lockdown functions must operate totally independent of the access control
system and must not rely on operation of card readers, access control panels,
communications networks, communications devices or host software. Cansec accepts no
responsibility for direct or consequential damages resulting from the failure of emergency
lockdown functions which are dependant in any way on the operation of card readers,
access control panels, communications networks, communications devices or host software.

Copyright © 2022 Cansec Systems, Ltd.
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Introduction
A command module is a set of instructions that can be executed by the First Access
Advanced server. It is not available in First Access Express. The command module can be
used to help automate certain tasks performed by an operator such as unlocking doors or
more sophisticated logic requiring decisions based on device status and executed
automatically in response to a system event.

Unlock(2)
Activate(1)
……
……

Command
Modules

First Access Server is a central server which communicates with different models of Cansec
MAP controllers via network connections e.g. the Ethernet or Internet. It is through this
centralized communications that the First Access Server executes different command
modules with different sets of instructions applied to local and remote controllers. This
means that events happen at certain controllers can be captured by the First Access Server
which then, in response to those events, executes instructions that can be applied to those
controllers and other controllers in the same or different locations.
In the next section we will introduce the Customizer Toolkit and explore the basic
structure and steps required for creating instructions that can be built into a command
module. We will also review the different ways that a command module can be executed
from within the First Access Advanced system.
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First Access Customizer Toolkit
FIRST ACCESS CUSTOMIZER & BUILDER
1. Launch First Access Customizer Toolkit from the
First Access Advanced folder located in Windows’
program menu.
2. Enter default user name and password admin and
admin respectively

3. In the event of an unsuccessful connection, select OK then select Server from the
top left corner and ensure that the name or IP address of the (FA) First Access server
and the port number are entered correctly. If the FA server is on the same computer
where the Customizer Toolkit is used then enter 127.0.0.1. Otherwise enter a correct IP
address or hostname of the FA Server. The default port is 5005. See troubleshooting section if
the FA service is
not running.
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4. The Customizer Toolkit provides a basic text editor interface for inputting flow
controls, expressions, commands and runtime variables. A command module
consists of two separate files, a text file known as the source file ending in the
extension .fas and a file executable by First Access Server ending in the extension
.app. The source file contains a sequence of lines called statements. Typically, these
statements will be commands to control devices, or check the state of a system
device. This source file is submitted to a process known as build.
Build is the means by which the statements are converted into a format
understandable by First Access. The building process results in a new file by the
same name, but with the extension .app being created. It is these final .app files
which will be specified from within First Access.

These files are stored at C:\ProgramData\Cansec\Scripts and
C:\ProgramData\Cansec\Apps respectively.
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RUNNING COMMAND MODULE IN FIRST ACCESS
Command Modules can be executed in different ways from within the First Access
system


By the Operator
A command module can be selected for
execution by an operator through the Home ->
Execute menu. A selection list of available
command modules will be presented from
which one can be chosen for execution.

 By the Triggers
Triggers allow command module to be executed in response to system events

Select an event of certain device and select which command module to response
to this event
In these examples, when
the input point, with the
name Alarm Switch, is
closed, we want to run the
 By the
Lockdown-On.app
Customizer
command module. When
module
that same input point is
Schedules
open we want to run the
Lockdown-Off.app
Scheduled Commands
command module. These
allow Customizer module
command modules must
to be executed at
be written, built and
scheduled time.
deployed before they can
be used.
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 By the Scheduled Commands
Select a schedule and select a command module to be run at scheduled time.

In this example, the simple.app command module is
scheduled to run once every Wednesday at 4:25PM
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RUNTIME VARIABLES
Command Module can take advantage of information available at the time the
command module is executed. If a command module is executed in response to a
trigger, the logical id number of the device which triggered execution is stored the
runtime variable DevId. If the command module executes in response to a reader
event, DevId will contain the reader’s logical id number. Alternatively, if an I/O point
triggers the command module, the point’s logical id number will be present.
The DevId keyword can be used anywhere a command module accepts a device id
number. It can also be used in counter test expressions. The DevId variable allows the
command module to test for specific readers or IO points and perform different
actions accordingly.
Enter the variable name manually or right click on the text edit area of the Customizer Toolkit
to display a pop-up menu then select Runtime Variables to view and pick the desired variable.

Also available is the variable CardId along with other runtime variables. If the trigger
event has a cardholder id number associated with it, this value will be set into this
variable for subsequent expressing testing purposes by the command module.
In the case where a command module is not executed via the trigger, both of these
variables will be set to 0.
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 Values of Runtime Variables
 DevId: Readers and Input or Output points share the same runtime variable name.
 Reader’s Id: 1 through 3,600 – Example: Unlock(DevId)
 Input or Output’s Id: 1 through 7,200 – Example: Shunt(DevId), Activate(DevId)
 CardId: 1 through 65535 (Standard 26-bit or Cansec 37-bit format)
 SystemCode:
 0 through 255 (Standard 26-bit)
 0 through 32767 (Cansec 37-bit format)
 BitCount: 1 through 64
 Day: 1 through 31
 Month: 1 through 12
 Year: 2000 through 3827
 Hour: 0 through 23
 Minute: 0 through 59
 Second: 0 through 59
 DofW (Day of the Week): 0 through 6
(0 = Sunday, 1= Monday, 2= Tuesday, 3= Wednesday, 4= Thursday, 5= Friday, 6=
Saturday)

SIMPLE EXAMPLE
The command module language consists of a set of predefined keywords with optional
parameters. All command module keywords are case insensitive and may be entered in
lower, upper or a mix of cases. The command module builder also recognizes the
symbol ; as the start of a comment which extends to the end of the current line. All
characters after the ; are ignored and allows the user to enter comments or other
descriptive text documenting the purpose and or meaning of the command module
file.
In the remainder of this topic we will consider the steps required to create, build, and
run a command module using an example. Our first step is to create a source file,
Simple.fas containing three statements. The commands and parameters can either be
entered manually or inserted by right click on the text edit area to display a pop-up
menu from which you may select different options and their associated commands.
When commands are inserted from the pop-up menu, the selected reader’s id or
input’s id or output’s id will be automatically filled inside the bracket. Select a different
reader or input or output then select the button Insert Reader Id or Insert Input Id or
First Access Customizer Toolkit
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Insert Output Id accordingly to insert its
Id. This option is useful to retrieve the Ids
without having to search for them.
Alternatively the reader’s Id, input’s id
and output’s id can be looked up through
the controller definition page

The second statement Unlock(2), unlocks the reader defined with logical reader
number 2. The third statement Wait(10), tells First Access server to wait or pause for
10 seconds. The fourth statement Relock(2) re-locks reader 2. The result of running
this command module in response to a device change of state would be the same as
executing a momentary unlock command.
1. Step 1
We begin by entering the commands as listed
above. When you start Customizer Toolkit, you
will notice the three different areas, the menu
bars with tools, the edit area and the output area.
First Access Customizer Toolkit
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Begin by typing in the commands above as shown. The source file must be saved and
given a name, Simple.fas for this example. Use the File, Save As command from the
menu bar. You will you be prompted for a filename, here you may enter Simple and
the Toolkit will automatically add the file extension .fas to your filename. We have
now created our first command module source file.
2. Step 2
The next step is to build our command module file. Use the
Build command to translate the source file into the
command module Simple.app. It is this name that would be
entered as a command module filename under a Trigger or a Scheduled Event’s
section. If the build process is successful, the Toolkit will display build successful
message in the output area.

If you have made an error when entering this sample, say you mistakenly typed in,
Unlocl(2) for the second line, the Toolkit will display a build failed message in the
output area.

These
First Access Customizer Toolkit
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errors will not produce a command module file and must be
corrected. When you receive the build successful message, select
Deploy to deploy the built or executable command module to
the First Access server from which it can be selected and
executed. Optionally select Execute to test run the
command module.
3. Step 3
We are now in a position to run the Simple.app command module file. From the
First Access client software, select Home -> Execute from the menu.

You should see your Simple.App file in the selection box.

Select it and press OK to run this command module. You should observe reader 2
unlocking and after a delay of 10 seconds, reader 2 re-locking.

DEVICE COMMANDS
One of the primary reasons for creating a command module is to control or command
a device in some manner. For example, one may need to unlock a door or shunt an
input point under some circumstances. The command module device commands
provide the means to do this.
Three basic field devices are supported, the card reader, input point, and output point.
We will begin by looking at the field device commands first. The commands can either
be entered manually or inserted by right click in the edit area to launch the pop-up
menu from which you can select and insert a desired command.
First Access Customizer Toolkit
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 Reader Commands
Five reader commands are
available, Relock, Unlock,
Unlockm, Lkouton,
Lkoutoff. Relock and
Unlock are self-explanatory.
Unlockm corresponds to the
First Access Unlock
Momentary command.
Lkouton and Lkoutoff
enable and disable lockout
mode on a reader. A logical
reader number as defined in First Access or the runtime DevId keyword follows each
command. These reader numbers must be enclosed in parentheses (). Each reader
number is checked when the source file is built to ensure that the reader exists. If it
does not, the build process will terminate with an error.
Elevator readers are a special case, as they require additional floor information. The
commands Elevunlock and Elevrelock were created to address this need. Both
commands require a logical elevator reader number and a relay number (floor) to act
upon.
 Input Commands
Input points may be shunted or shunts removed via these three commands, Shunt,
Shuntm, Unshunt. Shunt and Unshunt apply and remove a global shunt to the
specified input point. Shuntm, applies a 10-second global shunt. The commands can
either be entered manually or inserted by right click in the edit area to launch the
pop-up menu from which you can select and insert a desired command.
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 Output Commands
As with readers and
inputs, outputs can
be controlled with the
three commands
Activate, Activatem
and Deactivate. The
commands can either
be entered manually
or inserted by right
click in the edit area to launch the pop-up menu from which you can select and insert a
desired command. Activatem, applies a 10-second activation.

DEVICE STATE EXPRESSIONS
The command module language provides expressions that permit the author to test for
individual device states and make decisions based on those states. In order to perform
this logic, a means by which to test a device for a specific state is needed. In the
following topic, we examine the methods available for testing device states.
An input point device may at anytime be in one the following states: Alarm, Secure,
Trouble, Shunt. The command module language provides an expression for retrieving
the current state of an input point. The syntax is presented below:
Input(nnn, state)
where nnn represents a valid logical input
point number, and state is one of the
following character strings, ALARM, SECURE, TROUBLE, SHUNT. For example,
assume that 145 is the id number of an input, the expression:
Input(145, ALARM)
will examine the current state of input 145 and return the value TRUE if the input is
currently in alarm, and FALSE otherwise. Likewise the expression:
Input(145, SECURE)
will return TRUE if input 145 is currently in a secure state, and FALSE otherwise.
First Access Customizer Toolkit
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Similar expressions are available to test the states of readers and output points.
Examples of reader expressions are:
Reader(10, LOCKED)
Reader(10, FORCED)
Output examples are:
Output(146, ON)
Output(146, OFF)
The TRUE or FALSE values these expressions return form the basis of the decision
making capability built into the command module language. The flow control
expressions discussed next use these expressions of true of false to direct the execution
of a command module.

COUNTER COMMANDS
 Global Counters: Global integer variables – Shareable between command modules
These variables are global and shareable. Any command module may reference and
alter values of any of the 100 globally available counters ($1 through $100) that may
be in used by other command modules.
A counter is a persistent storage place for
numeric values available while the First Access
server is executing. These storage places and the
values they hold persist after a command module
terminates. Counters are typically used for counting things such as the number of
people who have entered a room, or the number of cars in a parking lot. They could
also be used for signaling purposes where a value of 0 represents false and a non-zero
value equals true.
Three commands are available for manipulating counters. These are the Set, Add,
and Sub commands. Each command takes as an argument, a counter id number
expressed as $n, where n is a number between 1 and 100. The Set command sets a
counter to a specified value. For example the statement, Set($1, 0) sets counter
number 1 to the value zero. The Add command performs addition on counters. The
First Access Customizer Toolkit
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statement Add($5, 1) adds the value 1 to the current value of counter 5. Likewise,
the Sub command subtracts values from counters. The command Sub($3, 5)
subtracts the value 5 from counter 3.
 Local Counters: Local integer variables – Not shareable between command modules
These variables are local and not shareable. Each command module has its own copy
of the local variables from $101 to $200. Alterations of values of the variables in one
command module do not affect the variables in another command module. Like the
global counters, there are three commands, Set, Add, and Sub, are available for
manipulating counters. The command usage is exactly the same as that of the global
counters.

COUNTER EXPRESSIONS
Five counter expressions are available
for evaluating the current values of
both counters as well as the runtime
variables.
The first Eq tests for equality
between a counter or runtime variable and another integer, counter or runtime
variable. Consider the example below.
EQ($1, 5)
EQ($1, $2)
The first expression tests for equality between counter 1 and the value 5. The second
expression tests for equality between counter 1 and
counter 2. Like device state expression. Counter
expressions evaluate to
All 3 variables BitCount, SystemCode
true or false and can be
and CarId must all be tested to ensure
used in flow control
accuracy. Example: (duplicate card id and
statements.
system code but different bit formats)
EQ(BitCount,26)
EQ(SystemCode, 150)
EQ(CardId, 100)

 A standard 26-bit format card with
Card Id 150 and System Code 100
 A Cansec 37-bit format card with
Card Id 150 and System Code 100

EQ(DevId, $1)
First Access Customizer Toolkit
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In the four examples above, runtime variables are demonstrated as parameters.
 The BitCount runtime variable is tested to see if it is equal to 26.
 The SystemCode is tested to see if it is equal to the value 150.
 The CardId is tested to see if it is equal to the value 100.
 The DevId is equal to the value stored in counter 1.
The remaining counter expressions are listed below.
Gt
Ge
Lt
Le

Greater than
Greater than or equal
Less than
Less than or equal

FLOW CONTROL
Flow control statements are what set the command module language apart from the
simple device state to command linking available under Fist Access. Flow control
commands allow the command module author to make decisions and take different
actions based on the result of expressions discussed previously. This magic is
accomplished with three basic commands, Repeat, While and
If Else. Each statement permits control of the order or flow of
command module command execution by First Access. We
will examine each of the different statements next.
The simplest of these commands is the Repeat statement. It allows a set of one or more
commands or statements to be executed a fixed number of times. Consider the
following:
Repeat(5)
Activatem(25)
End
This command module performs 5 momentary output activations to output point 25.
The basic structure is the statement Repeat(n), where n is a digit from 1 to 1000.
This statement is followed the one or commands or statements to be repeated. In this
example, it is the single command Activatem. Notice the indentation on this line. This
is a common technique for indicating that the preceding command or statement is
under the control of this one. Our example ends with the End statement. This
statement serves as the end marker for our block of Repeat commands. Remember that
more than one statement can be included as in below:
First Access Customizer Toolkit
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Repeat(10)
Unlockm(1)
Unlockm(2)
Activatem(10)
Shuntm(11)
End
The next flow control command is the While statement. It is the first statement to
exploit the expressions we discussed earlier. A simple example follows:
While Input(11, ALARM)
Activate(10)
Deactivate(10)
End
This command module activates and deactivates output point 10 as long as input point
11 remains in alarm. It does this by continually checking the state of input point 11 in
the While statement itself. Again the End statement marks the block of statements
controlled by the While.
The If statement serves as the decision making command. If permits us to check the
state of any device and if it is in that state (TRUE), then perform the block of
statements that follow. Consider the example below:
If Reader(1, TAMPER)
Activate(10)
End
The Activate command is only executed if reader 1 is currently in a tamper state. If it is
not, the flow or order of statements switches to statement(s) following the End.
Teamed up with Else statement, If allows the classic if then else logic to be
implemented as shown below:
If Reader(1, TAMPER)
Activate(10)
Else
Deactivate(10)
End
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If reader 1 is in a TAMPER state, then Activate output 10, Else Deactivate output
point 10.
Now we are not restricted to the simplicity of the preceding examples, we can combine
the discussed flow control statements by making them blocks of preceding statements
as follows:
While Input(11, ALARM)
If Reader(1, TAMPER)
Activate(10)
Else
Deactivate(10)
End
End
Notice how the If group of statements serves as the statement block to the While
statement. This condition is known as nesting. Several layers of nesting are possible
when constructing your scripting command files.
The While statement can also be used to repeat instructions as many times as desired
by using one of the counter variables. This example uses counter $1. The example
below illustrates that we want to activate an output point with id #1 five times in a row
with a 2-second wait in between.
; Set or initialize counter $1 to 0
Set($1,0)
; While counter $1 is less than 5 perform the following instructions
While LT($1,5)
; Activate output with id #1
Activate(1)
;Wait for 2 seconds
Wait(2)
;Deactivate output with id #1
Deactivate(1)
;Increment counter $1 by 1 each time instructions inside the While statement are executed so
that when counter $1 reaches 5 the While statement will stop
Add($1,1)
End
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CARD STATUS
The SetCardStatus command is used to set a particular card to either active or inactive
SetCardStatus(State, BitCount, SystemCode, CardId)
Parameters may be integer, global or private counters/registers and runtime variables
State – 1 for active or 0 for inactive
BitCount – Credential bit count
SystemCode – Credential system code
CardId – Credential id number
Example: Set a card’s status to active
SetCardStatus(0, 37, 11457, 10)

CARD VALIDATION & EXPIRY DATE
The SetCardDate command is used to set a particular card to be validated or expired
on a certain date.
SetCardDate(Which, BitCount, SystemCode, CardId, Day, Month, Year, Hour, Minute)
Parameters may be integer, global or private counters/registers and runtime variables
Which – 1 for validate and 0 for expiration
BitCount – Credential bit count
SystemCode – Credential system code
CardId – Credential id number
Day – Day of the month
Month – 1 to 12
Year – 2000 and up
Hour – 0 to 23
Minute – 0 to 59
Example: Set a card’s validation date
SetCardDate(0, 37, 2533, 44, 1, 1, 2001, 9, 15)
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Language Reference
DEVICE COMMANDS


Card Readers
 Unlock(id) -

Maintain unlock of reader specified by logical reader id.
 Unlockm(id) - Temporary unlock the reader specified by logical reader id.
 Relock(id) - Re-lock a reader specified by logical reader number id.
 ElevUnlock(id, relay) - Unlock the floor controlled by relay specified by logical reader id.
 ElevRelock(id, relay) - Re-lock the floor controlled by relay specified by logical reader id.
 Outputs
 Activate(id) - Turn

on the output point specified by logical point number id.
 Activatem(id) - Turn on the output point specified by logical point number id for 10 seconds.
 Deactivate(id) - Turn off the output point specified by logical point number id.
 Inputs
 Shunt(id) - Shunt

the input point specified by logical point number id.
 Shuntm(id) - Shunt the input point specified by logical point number id for 10 seconds.
 Unshunt(id) - Remove a shunt from the input point specified by logical point number id.

COUNTER COMMANDS
 Set(Counter, Value) - Set

the counter designated by Counter to the value specified by Value.
 Add(Counter, Value) - Add the value specified by Value to the current contents of the counter
specified by Counter.
 Sub(Counter, Value) - Subtract the value specified by Value from the current contents of the
counter specified by Counter.

DEVICE STATE EXPRESSIONS


Reader(id, state)
If the status of the reader with logical number id is equal to state, evaluate to TRUE,
else evaluate to FALSE. Valid states are:
 LOCKED - TRUE

if reader is currently locked
 UNLOCKED - TRUE if reader is currently unlocked
 FORCED - TRUE if a forced entry alarm is present
First Access Customizer Toolkit
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 TAMPER - TRUE

if a tamper alarm is present at the reader
 DHO - TRUE if a door held open alarm is present at the reader
 OPEN – TRUE if a door contact is open
 LOCKOUT - TRUE if a reader is currently in lockout/lockdown
 OFFLINE - TRUE if the reader communications have failed


Input(id, state)
If the status of the input point with logical number id is equal to state, evaluate to
TRUE, else evaluate to FALSE. Valid states are:
 ALARM - TRUE

if the input point is currently in an alarm state
 SECURE - TRUE if the input point status is currently secure
 TROUBLE - TRUE if the input point currently has trouble status
 SHUNTED - TRUE if the input point is currently shunted
 OFFLINE - TRUE if the input communications have failed


Output(id, state)
If the status of the output point with logical number id is equal to state, evaluate to
true, else evaluate to false. Valid states are:
 ON - TRUE

if the output point is currently activated
 OFF - TRUE if the output point is currently deactivated
 OFFLINE - TRUE if the output communications have failed
 Counter Expressions
 Eq(Counter1 or Runtime Variable, Value or Counter2) - If the counter specified by Counter1 or
Runtime Variable is equal to the value specified by Value or the contents of the counter
specified by Counter2, evaluate to TRUE, else evaluate to FALSE
 Lt(Counter1 or Runtime Variable, Value or Counter2) - If the counter specified by Counter1 or
Runtime Variable is less than the value specified by Value or the contents of the counter
specified by Counter2, evaluate to TRUE, else evaluate to FALSE
 Le(Counter1 or Runtime Variable, Value or Counter2) - If the counter specified by Counter1 or
Runtime Variable is less than or equal to the value specified by Value or the contents of the
counter specified by Counter2, evaluate to TRUE, else evaluate to FALSE
 Gt(Counter1 or Runtime Variable, Value or Counter2) - If the counter specified by Counter1 or
Runtime Variable is greater than the value specified by Value or the contents of the counter
specified by Counter2, evaluate to TRUE, else evaluate to FALSE
 Ge(Counter1 or Runtime Variable, Value or Counter2) - If the counter specified by Counter1 or
Runtime Variable is greater than or equal to the value specified by Value or the contents of
the counter specified by Counter2, evaluate to TRUE, else evaluate to FALSE
First Access Customizer Toolkit
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FLOW CONTROL
Repeat (nnn)
statements
End
Repeat the block of statements between the Repeat and End statements nnn times.
(nnn’s value can be 1 through 1000)
While expression
statements
End
Repeat the block of statements between the While and End commands while the
expression is true.
If expression
statements
End
Execute the block of statements between the If and End statements only if the
expression is true. Otherwise, jump ahead to the statements following the End
statement.
If expression
statements1
Else
statements2
End
If the expression is true, execute statements1 and jump to the statements following
the End statement when the Else statement is reached. If the expression is false,
execute statements2.
Wait (nnnn)
The Wait statement instructs First Access server to wait or delay for nnnn seconds (1
through 9999) before executing the next command right after the Wait statement.
See Simple Example section.
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CARD COMMANDS
Card Status

Card Validation & Expiry Date

SetCardStatus(State, BitCount,
SystemCode, CardId)

SetCardDate(Which, BitCount, SystemCode,
CardId, Day, Month, Year, Hour, Minute)

State – 0 or 1 for active / inactive
BitCount – Credential bit count
SystemCode – Credential system code
CardId – Credential id number

Which – 0 for validate and 1 for expiration
BitCount – Credential bit count
SystemCode – Credential system code
CardId – Credential id number
Day – Day of the month
Month – 1 to 12
Year – 2000 and up
Hour – 0 to 23
Minute – 0 to 59
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Troubleshooting
 Unable to connect to the First Access Server

 Ensure that the First Access service & SQL Express service are running
Right click on the service e.g. First
Access Service or SQL Server to
access the pop-up menu in order
to start, stop the service etc…

 Ensure that you have not reached the maximum number of clients connecting to the
server. First Access Express supports 2 concurrent connections. First Access
Advanced supports 10 concurrent connections.
 If the First Access Server is installed on a
different computer than the FA Customizer
Toolkit ensure that the IT personnel configure
the firewall rule on the First Access server to
allow incoming TCP traffic on port 5005 from
the clients, and that the host name or IP address
of the server is correctly entered in the
Customizer Toolkit.

First Access Customizer Toolkit

Host name or IP address of the
server not 127.0.0.1. Use
127.0.0.1 only if First Access
server and Customizer Toolkit are
installed on the same computer
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 If the First Access Server and FA Customizer Toolkit are installed on the same
computer then
ensure that the host
name or IP address
(127.0.0.1) and port
(5005) are correct.
Note:
The logs files can be accessed and viewed from this location C:\ProgramData\Cansec\First
Access\Logs. In Windows 10 ensure that you enable hidden items in order to view and
access the C:\ProgramData folder which is hidden by default in Windows.

View log files for
troubleshooting purposes.
Sample log file

® First Access is a registered trademark of Cansec Systems Ltd.
® Windows is a registered trademark of Microsoft Corporation in the United States and/or other countries.
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